
1. Introduction 
 
Polonium (Po) was discovered by Maria Sklodowska-Curie and her husband Pierre Curie 
in 1897 and was later named after Marie’s homeland of Poland (Latin: Polonia). Lead (Pb) 
has been commonly used for thousands of years because it is widespread, easy to extract 
and easy to work with. It is highly malleable as well as easy to smelt. Metallic Pb beads, 
dating back to 6400 BC, have been found 
in Çatalhöyük in modern-day Turkey.  
There are 43 isotopes of Po, all radioactive, and 49 isotopes of Pb,of which 4 are stable. 
Among them, 210Po and 210Pb are the most important ones for doses to humans via 
intake of food, especially that originating from marine environments (Aarkrog et al., 1997). 
Both 210Po and 210Pb are decay products in the 238U chain. Polonium-210 (T1/2¼138 
d) is the daughter product of 210Pb (T1/2¼ 22 
y), after decay via 210Bi (T1/2¼ 5 d), and can be produced by neutron activation of stable 
209Bi. During the 1960s, there were discussions concerning whether 210Pb was produced 
from nuclear tests. The uses of Po are wide-ranging. Examples include the production of 
neutrons, such as from Po/Be sources, used in devices that eliminate static charges in 
textile mills and on brushes that remove accumulated dust from photographic films. 
Polonium has a melting point of 254 _C and a boiling point of 964 _C. This is puzzling 
because all radiochemists dealing with this element know that Po in a sample disappears 
in the process of dry ashing at w500 _C. Lead has a melting point of 328 _C and a boiling 
point of 1740 _C. The specific activity of 210Po is 166 TBq/g. The dose coefficient for 
ingestion is 1.2_10_6 Sv/Bq (ICRP 72, 1996) and 0.02 mg of oral intake by adults will give 
a lethal dose of 4 Sv. The dose coefficient for ingestion of 210Pb is reported to be of a 
similar magnitude (0.7 _10_6 Sv/Bq), but a larger mass is, of course, needed to produce 
the same dose. 
In 1966, during one of the first conferences on radioecology, several papers concerning 
210Po and 210Pb were presented (Åberg and Hungate,1966). Although significant work 
on 210Powas carried out in the decade between 1960 and 1970, it was common practice 
not to use yield determinants at that time. The accuracy of results from this period might 
therefore be questioned. In addition, the 
fact that 210Po is a daughter product of 210Pb makes a problemsince there will be build 
up of 210Po from the time of collection to the time of analysis and also in vivo build up. 
The radiochemical separation of 210Po is relatively simple, compared to other alpha 
emitters. Therefore, no great efforts have been made to develop new methods of analysis. 
Kinetics studies of the Po-isotopes give very different results. The fractional uptake in man 
is given as 0.2–0.8 and the biological half-life is in the range 30–100 days, which will be 
reflected by an uncertainty in the dose estimation. Organ distribution is important and it 
has been recently shown that a large fraction of 210Po is associated with hair. 
The origin and/or behaviour of 210Pb–210Po in the environment makes these 
radioisotopes useful as atmospheric tracers, in evaluating the downward organic carbon 
fluxes in the sea, and in determining reliable sedimentation and growth rates in sediments 
and peat. On the other hand, the distribution and behaviour of 210Po in the marine 
environment has been under study for many years primarily due to its enhanced 
bioaccumulation, its strong affinity for binding with certain internal tissues, and its 
importance as a contributor to the natural radiation dose received by marine biota. Finally, 
the volatility of 210Po results in this radionuclide being the most important contributor to 
dose, in some NORM industries, from the point of view of occupational doses. 
 
 
 



2. The conference 
 
The conference was held in Seville, Spain 26–28 October 2009 at the Centro Nacional de 
Aceleradores (CNA). The conference was attended by 138 registered participants from 38 
different countries reflecting the world wide interest in Po and radioactive Pb. With the 
benefits of sponsorship from the University of Seville and the Norwegian Radiation 
Protection Authority, it was possible to keep registration fees low and younger scientists 
could attend. The Conference was organised in sessions covering the following topics. 
1. Radiochemistry, Instrumentation and Quality Assurance 
2. Terrestrial Migration of 210Pb and 210Po 
3. The Kinetics of 210Pb and 210Po 
4. 210Pb and 210Po in The Marine Environment 
5. 210Pb and 210Po for Sedimentation Rate and Growth Rate 
Determination 
6. 210Pb and 210Po as Tracers in the Atmosphere 
7. 210Pb and 210Po in NORM Industries 
8. 210Pb and 210Po in Doses Assessment 
In this issue of JER, papers were selected from the different sessions in order to cover the 
scope of the conference. The selection was sometimes very difficult due to the many good 
papers and the limited number that can be published in this issue. The other authors are 
encouraged to publish independently later in JER or 
in other journals. 
In addition to full oral presentations, there were poster sessions covering all the above 
topics. The discussions which followed the presentations and a special session for 
discussion on the last day were lively and showed that there continues to be much interest 
in Po and radioactive Pb in the environment. This reflects increased concern about natural 
radioactivity in the environment and doses should be compared with those from 
anthropogenic radionuclides. 
It was clear that this Topical Conference received great interest from the scientific 
community and that such a topical meeting is a good way to communicate results and 
ideas among scientists. 


